SCC Academic Senate Minutes – Approved January 31, 2012
Senate Business Meeting November 29, 2011
Senators present:
Morrie Barembaum
Shawn Cummins
Doug Deaver
Michael DeCarbo
Steven Deeley
Elizabeth Elchlepp
Corinna Evett
Jim Granitto
Mary Mettler
Craig Nance
Andy Salcido
Randy Scott
Nooshan Shekarabi
Barbara Sproat

Melinda Womack
Non-Voting Members
CIC
None Present
ASG Representatives
Rachel Bulosan
Guest(s):
Caroline Durdella
Kay Powell
Debbie Brooks
Joyce Wagner

Call to Order
I Order of the Agenda
Professor Shekarabi asked that Honors be moved to the beginning of the discussion items.
II Approval of Minutes
A November 1, 2011
Professor Deeley moved to approve
Professor Womack provided the second
The minutes are approved without dissent
III Public Comments
1 Professor Evett announced that upon discussion with Linda Miskovic, grades are now due the
first Thursday after Finals week
IV ASG Report – Rachel Bulosan
1 ASG is growing and getting prepared for the Spring Semester.
V Action Item
A Resolution F2011.6: In support of Adopting the “SCC Faculty Vision and Core Values
Statements” (Appendix 1 – Resolution F2011.6)
Professor Nance moved to adopt
Professor Deaver moved to accept
During Discussion
Professor Brooks said that she was concerned the document did not include language that the
Faculty would work together; she agreed with that it was implicit in the document, but she
stated that it should be explicitly expressed.
Professor Sproat responded that cooperation is present under accountability.
Professor Evett responded that this concern seems to be addressed in many of the value
statements; that it does encapsulate that we are working together.
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Professor Deeley added that it does seem to be explicit where it is stated “foster a collaborative
climate through our active involvement in participatory governance utilizing transparent,
honest, and constructive discourse”
President Barembaum read a statement from the absent Professor Martino which asked why
there was a need for the document, as there has never been one. She further expressed that it
does not specifically address degree and transfer, that it does not mention consensus and
cooperation, that it is too wordy, that the goals of the vision are not clear and that the
document implies we are not currently doing these things.
The document is adopted without dissent.
B Flex Calendar (Appendix 2 – Flex)
Professor DeCarbo announced that the Faculty Potluck invitation will be extended to all SCC
employees and our Senate colleagues from SAC; so the SCC Faculty should plan on bringing
a little bit extra.
Professor Evett moved to accept
Professor Shekarabi provided the second
The document is approved without dissent
C Meeting Times
President Barembaum raised the operational motion: For the Spring 2012 semester, the meeting
times shall be changed to 1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p. m.
The operational change is approved without dissent.
VI Discussion Items
B Resolution 2011.7: In Support of the Honors Program Advisor Committee to Become a
Senate Approved Honors Program Committee (Appendix 3 – Honors)
Professor Deaver moved to suspend the rules to consider voting on this item
Professor Granitto provided the second
Professor Womack asked why it was necessary to suspend the rules and not wait.
Professor Shekarabi answered that it has been discussed many times and would like to do this
before the semester ends.
The rules are suspended with 3 dissenting
Professor Womack asked the pros and cons of the action
Professor Deaver responded that it was necessary to be recognized by the Senate to legitimize
the work of the committee and to protect it from administrative fiat.
Professor Elchlepp said it was a way to institutionalize the program; because the core is made of
academic classes, then the Academic Senate is a place for it to have a home. As far as
disadvantages, the committee does not see any.
Professor DeCarbo asked if the SAC honor’s was under the senate, the answer was yes.
Professor Shekarabi added that becoming a committee under the Senate allows every member of
the Faculty to recognize and understand the works of the committee and that it is an
academic activity.
Professor Nance noted that the committee membership is selected based off on experience with
knowledge of the Honors Program
Professor Elchlepp answered that any Faculty member with interest can investigate the
committee and gain knowledge as they serve.
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Professor Granitto Moved to Approve
Professor Womack provided the Second
The committee is formed without dissent.
AT 22:10 on My Recording 111129
A SLO Assessment Programs (Appendix 4 – Assessment)
Professor Evett provided an overview of the research done on the software programs:
1 This Summer the Office of Institutional Effectiveness researched and eliminated some
programs through diligent investigation; this lead them to three possible programs.
2 They then selected a few key Faculty members to observe a presentation done by three
companies; about 40 were asked, 22 responded and only 19 attended.
3 This was not sent to all Faculty; not all faculty were invited.
Professor Powell said that the software purchase was to be made the first year of the title V
Grant, but due to a desire to make a thoughtful decision they delayed it into the second year;
this choice must be made before the third year.
She further stated that upon investigation of 26 other schools, the committee determined that
these three would be best. This software is an assessment overview that will replace the
paper copy of 5 columns with an electronic version.
Dean Durdella said that there will be a transitional phase that this will allow for greater mapping
across departments, divisions and colleges. This software will allow for a synthesis of each
department’s program assessment and combine it into a larger report representing the
College’s progress towards outcomes.
Professor Powell said that at the 26 colleges they talked to that have assessment software they
are significantly ahead in their SLO assessment.
She added that SLOARC has been involved in the entire process.
She concluded by saying that Taskstream best meets the needs of our college and was highest
ranked amongst our Faculty.
Professor Evett asked if it allows for multiple forms of assessment.
Professor Powell responded that yes it does, they sent Taskstream in a hypothetical data from our
Faculty and they were able to synthesize these various reports.
She stated that the annual fee for Task Stream is $22,000 a year. After the grant, this would be
an ongoing expense.
Professor Nance asked for clarification because the number he heard was $40,000.
Dean Durdella replied that there never was a cost of $40,000; that it is $22,000.
Professor Sproat asked what we would do without this software.
Professor Barembaum said we have to purchase something as that is part of the grant; further that
accreditation is requiring for institutional assessment.
Professor Powell responded that we will no longer be able to do institutional assessment with
paper and pencil. We cannot give you an exact number; this has to go to the district and
through purchasing. One reason we are anxious to include SAC, and they are in agreement
with the software, is that we shall get a lower cost
Professor Nance said, as a member that had observed the presentation of the software, that it has
been thoroughly investigated and that he is in favor of adopting the tool.
Professor Mettler asked if something better came out in the future and we chose to go with it
would this contract allow us to take our data.
Dean Durdella said she will get an answer to that question.
Professor Granitto moved to suspend
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Professor Nance provided the second
The rules are suspended with one dissent
Professor Nance moved to adopt.
Professor Cummins provided the second.
President Barembaum asked that the resolution strike out “directs the Senate President to advise
the Board to approve” and replace it with “supports”.
This is accepted as a friendly amendment by Professor Wagner
Professor Elchlepp asked if we should do this, considering Professor Mettler’s concern about
retrieval of data if the software is changed.
Professor Mettler asked if we could add “to be reevaluated at the end of the grant”
Professor Wagner accepts the change as a friendly amendment
The resolution is passed without dissent.
C Budget Issues – President Barembaum (Appendix 5 – Budget)
President Barembaum announced his intention to explain to the Board that:
Faculty are concerned about the effects that continuing cuts in sections will have on our students
and the continued viability of our programs.
While the faculty understand the extraordinary budget circumstances we find ourselves in, it is
difficult to understand the continued need for cuts to sections and hiring freezes while we
have large ending balances.
President Barembaum proposes to demonstrate that policy is being made without discussion.
Professor Mettler applauded President Barembaum’s presentation for its clarity and synthesis.
Professor Barembaum says that there are three concerns:
1 The large discrepancy between the adopted budget and the actual.
2 The District’s percentage of the budget remaining the same since the 1990’s.
3 That SCC’s discretionary fund is lower than it should be based upon the FTES distribution.
Professor Granitto asked the Senate to support the Senate President in his presentation to the
Board.
Professor Nance agreed that this should be done.
The Senate unanimously agreed with their support of President Barembaum
D Dues – Professor DeCarbo
1 Reported that the survey results indicate it will not be necessary to raise the Senate dues.
2 Asked the senate to review the survey so as to have an informed discussion at the beginning
of Spring to form a budget for the rest of the year.
3 He stated that we would need to discuss how we could enact spending caps on travel and
other expenses.
VIII Reports Discussion
A Curriculum – President Barembaum
1 Professor Rutan is back and will hopefully be able to chair the last CIC meeting Monday
December, back for the CIC meeting on Monday.
2 All Curriculum for the 2012-13 Catalog will be up for approval at the December 5 meeting.
3 Any concerns regarding curriculum clustering should be brought to the CIC
B SLOARC – Professor Powell
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54% of our courses had a method of SLO assessment, as of today 64% have a method of
assessment; every course in the catalog must have an assessment of record.
SLOARC is working to clear up the definition of Program SLO’s.
SLOARC is working towards a plan to get SCC up to proficiency as directed by the ASCCJC
in regards to all courses having a SLO assessment of record.
Senate Report
No report given
Technology – Professor Scott
No report given
Facilities – Craig Nance
Smoking on campus is again under consideration; whether there will be a complete ban or
designated areas in the parking lots.
Representative Bulosan reported that ASG was seeking to ban smoking, but is now
considering designated areas within the parking lots.
College Council – President Barembaum
No report given
President’s Report – President Barembaum
No report given

Professor Womack moved to adjourn
Professor Shekarabi seconded the adjournment.
The meeting is adjourned without dissent.
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Faculty are concerned about the effects that
continuing cuts in sections will have on our
students and the continued viability of our
programs.
◦ The faculty understand the extraordinary budget
circumstances we find ourselves in.

 Concerns are related to the continued need for cuts to
class sections, hiring freezes, and frozen salaries while
the ending balance continues to grow.
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Adopted Budget
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Should the ending balance grow, shrink, or
remain the same?
◦ Whether this district should grow the ending
balance is a policy decision.
◦ There should be an open and transparent
discussion at the colleges, district, and with the
Board of Trustees.
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The past practice by which budgets are
developed discourages discussion regarding
“budgetary performance”.
In January 2009, both SAC and SCC were
placed on warning due to a number of
recommendations from the Accrediting
Commission for Community and Junior
Colleges (ACCJC).
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Team Recommendation 3 for SCC reads,

◦ “…the team recommends that the district resource and

allocation model be based on the plans, program reviews,
and actual budgetary performance. This requires that the
district evaluate the outcome of its planning/budgetary
process and use that data in subsequent budget
development.”2



One such evaluation should be the
comparison of budgeted values to actual
values.

◦ However, the Adopted Budget does not contain a
comparison of the Adopted Budget to Actuals for the same
fiscal year.
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Adopted Budgets only show the past two
year actuals, current year tentative and
adopted budgets.



By comparing previous year adopted budget
values to actual values, one can assess
budgetary performance.
2010/11 Adopted

2010/11 Actuals

Adopted - Actuals

2011/12 Adopted

1000: Academic Salaries

60,075,029

60,834,168

(759,139)

58,383,802

2000: Classified Salaries

37,663,123

35,215,305

2,447,818

37,354,631

3000: Benefits

37,427,168

34,326,565

3,100,603

40,570,544

2,802,485

2,451,654

350,831

2,807,689

24,629,048

18,451,139

6,177,909

25,181,276

6000: Site, Lib Books

2,516,055

2,885,151

(369,096)

2,628,745

7000: Other

2,232,114

2,057,832

174,282

2,033,178

167,345,022

156,221,814

11,123,208

168,959,865

Expenses

4000: Books/Supplies
5000: Services and Ops.

Total Annual Expenses
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The difference in budgeted values to the actual values in
the 5000 series is a concern.
2008/09

2009/10

Adopted
Budget

$30,170,266.00

$28,008,292.00

$24,629,048.00 $25,181,276.00

Actuals

$23,107,916.00

$20,111,331.00

$18,451,139.00

$7,062,350.00

$7,896,961.00

$6,177,909.00

Adopted Actuals

2010/11

2011/12
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Faculty are concerned that the district has
had a surplus of approximately $15M for
each of the past two years resulting in a
growing ending balance.

◦ Whether the district should grow the ending
balance or not is a policy decision that should be
openly discussed.



Accreditation recommends that the district
analyze budgetary performance as it engages
in budget development.
◦ The Board of Trustees plays a key role in that
process.
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1.

Information is based on district Adopted
Budgets 2008/09 - 2011/12

◦ http://www.rsccd.edu/apps/rpub.asp?Q=784
2.

Santiago Canyon College Follow-up
Report, October 2009, page 6
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